
Chicago Independent Filmmakers to release
the world premiere of the film Ghost Box; a
paranormally exciting thriller.
Ghost Box is a feature film about the women seeking unworldly means to say good-bye to her recently
deceased mother.
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Subject:  Chicago Independent Filmmakers to release the world premiere of the film Ghost Box; a
paranormally exciting thriller.

Ghost Box is a feature film about the women seeking unworldly means to say good-bye to her
recently deceased mother. Ghost Box is the first feature film from Chicago independent
filmmakers, Ben David Garza and Michal Szymon Jarzabek from NXT Level Productions.  The film
was written by Erik Papucci, directed by Michal Szymon Jarzabek and produced by Ben David
Garza.  Alicia Frame, Randy Bernales, Ric Morgan and Asta Razma star in the film.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, September 25, 2018 / / -- NXT Level Productions is excited to announce the
official Red-Carpet Chicago premiere of their first feature film, GHOST BOX, at The Patio Theater
6008 Irving Park Rd., Chicago, IL on Sunday, October 14 starting at 5:00PM when doors open. The
film will screen at 7:00PM
What happens when the lines are blurred, and human obsessions attract the unnatural? 

Ghost Box is a thriller/drama about Eve, young independent woman, turns to the paranormal to
contact her recently deceased mother. With the help of her loyal co-worker and modern
technology, she attempts to communicate with the spirit-world. Without considering the
consequences, her journey spirals into a macabre experience she will never forget. 

The merging of digital technology and advancements in science has opened doors to spiritual
connections and provides some explanations of paranormal phenomena.

How far would you go to make that connection?  

Feeling paranormally curious?

Ghost Box was filmed in Chicago, IL using local cast and crew.  

“It’s an honor to have Ghost Box make its Chicago premiere.  Ghost Box was labor of love that
took six days to film and over a lifetime to make it a realization.” – Ben David Garza, Executive
Producer
  

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.ghostboxmovie.com


For more information, please visit: www.ghostboxmovie.com/

MEDIA CONTACT:  Ben David Garza, NXT Level Productions

312.515.4667 / bendavidgarza@gmail.com

Ghost Box Official Trailer: https://vimeo.com/272688658
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